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the retina. When these muscles contract they cause the lens to

become thicker, allowing a focus on nearby objects; and when

they relax, the lens becomes thinner, allowing the focus to be

switched to distant objects. Horses have a very large lens with

limited ability to alter its shape, making it difficult for them to

focus on close objects. 

The retina is found at the back of the eye and is made up of

cells that detect light, known as photoreceptors. Each

photoreceptor cell is attached to a nerve fibre, and these nerve

fibres are bundled together to form the optic nerve. The

photoreceptor cells convert the light into electrical impulses

which are carried to the brain by the optic nerve. 

Horses display eye discomfort in much the same way as

people. The eyelids may become swollen, and the eyes may

appear reddened. There may be excessive lacrimation or

discharge from the eye, and a horse may hold its eyelids closed

or partially closed. Blinking at an increased rate

(blepharospasm) may occur and a decreased pupil size can be

observed. Horses do not tolerate eye pain very well, so they

usually demonstrate one or more of these signs when they are

affected with an ocular condition

Common Conditions Affecting the Eye

Conjunctivitis 

The conjunctiva are the membranes that line the outside of the

eye and the inside of the eyelids. Conjunctivitis is the condition

in which these membranes become inflamed. Conjunctivitis

can be caused by a number of disease processes, from infection,

either bacterial, viral or fungal, to environmental irritants. Often

conjunctivitis can be seen when secondary to another disease

process in the eye. 

Horses with

conjunctivitis

will present

with a reddened

eye, and often

the eyelids are

swollen. There

may be a

discharge

present which

can range from

excessive

lacrimation to a

thick purulent
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HORSE’S vision is specifically adapted to

detect peripheral motion in low light conditions, a

characteristic resulting from its evolution as a

prey animal and the necessity to constantly

monitor surroundings. The equine eye is the largest of any land

mammal, with an elongated pupil allowing the maximum

capture of light. The lateral positioning of the eyes in the skull

allows the horse to see movement through an arc of

approximately 340° meaning they can detect movement in

most areas around their body even when facing forward.  

The anatomy of the equine eye is much the same as the

human eye, its function being to capture light and convert this

light into an electrical stimulus which is in turn transmitted to

the brain and interpreted into vision. 

The eye sits within a bony socket in the skull called the orbit.

The eyeball itself consists of a relatively tough fibrous outer

layer known as the sclera, or the white of the eye. This is

covered by a thin membrane called the conjunctiva, which also

covers the inside of the eyelids. At the front of the eye is a clear

dome, the cornea, which has two functions: to protect the front

of the eye, and to focus light on to the retina at the back of the

eye. 

The iris is the coloured, circular area of the eye which

controls the amount of light entering the pupil, the black centre

of the eye. In darkened areas the iris relaxes, widening the pupil

to allow more light in; in lighter areas the iris constricts,

reducing the size of the pupil and so reducing the amount of

light entering the eye. 

Behind the iris sits the lens, which has tiny muscle

attachments that can alter the shape of the lens to focus light on
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material. A thorough examination of the eye is required to

establish if the clinical signs are resulting from a primary

conjunctivitis or are secondary to another disease process in the

eye. 

For primary conjunctivitis, treatment usually consists of

topical antibiotics or steroids or a combination of the two.

Antibiotics are used to deal with any bacterial infection, and

steroids to reduce inflammation. Systemic anti-inflammatory

drugs may also be used to reduce inflammation and manage

pain.

Ulcerative Keratitis

Keratitis refers to inflammation of the cornea, and the most

common cause of this in the horse is ulceration. These lesions

are most commonly caused by trauma, but equine herpes virus

infection has also been identified as a cause. The lesions have

the potential to severely affect the horse’s vision unless quickly

identified and treated, and if left untreated can result in loss of

vision or surgical removal of the eye. 

Horses with a corneal ulcer will present with the clinical

signs of discomfort described previously. Examination of the

eye will often reveal disruptions in the cornea or a cloudy

discolouration of the eye. 

The ulcers can vary in severity depending on how deep they

penetrate the layers of the cornea. Diagnosis of an ulcer is

confirmed by placing fluoroscein dye in the eye. Corneal ulcers

will stain green as the dye binds to collagen strands exposed by

the damage to the cornea. 

Superficial ulcers are normally treated successively with

both topical and systemic anti-microbials  along with systemic

anti-inflammatories to manage pain. Atropine is often applied

topically to the eye, which causes the pupil to dilate and also

reduce pain. Cases of simple, superficial ulcers will normally

heal within a few days if they are detected early and

appropriate treatment is implemented promptly. 

Ulcers can often be complicated by the colonisation of the

damaged area with bacteria and, occasionally, fungi. These

organisms release enzymes and chemicals that further damage

and break down the cornea. 

Fungal infections in particular can be very challenging to

treat and require specific anti-fungal medication. Even with

prompt treatment a large proportion of horses with a secondary

fungal infection will lose sight in the eye, or in some cases

require surgical removal of the eye.

Uveitis

Uveitis is inflammation of the tissue that lines the inside of the

eye and, as is the case with conjunctivitis, it can be seen as

primary condition or secondary to other disease processes

within the eye. Horses affected by uveitis will have the same

presenting signs of ocular discomfort described previously.

Marked pain is a common finding in horses with uveitis. The

eye is usually closed and the pupil tightly constricted. 

Equine

Recurrent

Uveitis (ERU)

is one of the

most common

eye conditions

affecting the

adult horse and

is typified by

periods of

active

inflammation of

the uvea

followed by

periods of

varying length with no inflammation at all. ERU is an

autoimmune condition, meaning the horse’s immune system is

causing damage to its own tissues. The aim of treatment is to

reduce the pain and inflammation in the eye as recurring

episodes left untreated can result in chronic damage to the

structures within the eye and ultimately blindness. Treatment

consists of a prolonged course of topical steroids to reduce

inflammation, along with topical atropine to reduce pain and

prevent adhesions in the iris and systemic anti-inflammatories.

Foreign Bodies 

Due to the environment in which horses live, foreign bodies in

the eye are relatively common. The horse will very quickly

show signs of a painful irritated eye. If treated quickly with

flushing and removal of the foreign body  --  often a grass seed

or shaving from the bedding  --  the eye will return to normal

and no further treatment is required. If the foreign body has

caused deeper irritation leading to conjunctivitis, ulcers or

keratitis, further anti-inflammatory and antibiotic therapy will

be required.

Squamous Cell Carcinoma

Squamous cell carcinoma is the most common cancer affecting

the eye and typically affects the eyelids, conjunctiva or cornea.

It is seen most

frequently in older

horses with white

skin around their

eyes and presents as

a raised, roughened,

pink mass. 

In most cases

these can be treated

successfully with

localised surgical

removal.

Cloudiness in the eye, a sign of Ulcerative Keratitis

A classic case of Uveitis

A squamous cell carcinoma


